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Materials and Methods 
Chemicals 

Iron oxide (Fe2O3, Aldrich), Potassium superoxide (KO2, Aldrich), Potassium carbonate 
(K2CO3, Aldrich),) Potassium bicarbonate (KHCO3, Aldrich) and Potassium formate (KOOCH, 
Aldrich) were used as received.  

 
Catalyst preparation 

The Fe2O3@K2CO3 catalyst was obtained by mortar mixing of Fe2O3 and KO2 keeping a 
molar ration of Fe/K=2. The resultant mixture was left overnight at room temperature to react with 
ambient CO2 and H2O. Afterwards, the mixture was heated up to 100 ⁰C for 12 h.   

 
CO2 hydrogenation tests 

Catalytic tests were executed in a 16 channel Flowrence® of Avtantium. 50 mg of the 
Fe2O3@K2CO3 catalyst were typically used. The mixed feed has 25vol% of CO2 and 75vol% of 
H2. In addition, 8 ml/min of He is mixed with the feed as internal standard. We aimed to have 
10000 mL·g-1·h-1 per channel. The channels are 300 mm long stainless steel tubes inserted in 
furnace. Outside diameter is 3 mm and inside diameter of tubes is 2 mm. One of the 16th channels 
was always used without catalyst as blank. The reaction temperature is typically set at 350°C. Prior 
to feeding the reaction mixture all samples are pretreated in-situ with a pure H2 atmosphere for 4 
hours at 350°C at 3 bars. Afterwards, the reaction mixture is fed and the tubes are pressurized to 
30 bar using a membrane based pressure controller.  

A 16 position selector valve is sending reactor effluents to the gas chromatograph (GC), 
allowing for sequential monitoring of one reactor after the other. Switching of the valve is based 
on the time needed for the GC method. GC is an Agilent 7890B with two sample loops. After 
flushing the loops for 24 min, the content is injected. One sample loop goes to TCD channel with 
2 Haysep pre-column and MS5A, where He, H2, CH4 and CO are separated. Gases that have longer 
retention times than CO2 on the Haysep column (Column 4 Haysep Q 0.5 M G3591-80023) are 
back-flushed. Further separation of permanent gases is done on another Haysep column (Column 
5 Haysep Q 6 Ft G3591-80013) to separate CO2 before going to MS5A. CO2 is sent to a channel 
with restrictor avoiding CO2 on MS5A.  Another sample loop goes to an Innowax pre-column  
(5m, 0.20MM OD, 0.4 uM film), first 0.5 min of the method the gases coming from pre-column 
are sent to Gaspro column  (Gaspro 30M, 0.32 MM OD) followed by FID. After 0.5 min, valve is 
switched and gases are sent to Innowax column (45 m, 0.2 MM OD, 0.4 uM) followed by FID. 
Gaspro column separates C1-C8, parafins and olefins. Innowax separates larger parafins and 
olefins (>C9) and aromatics BTX and C9+ aromatics.  

The conversions (X, %), space time yields (STY, mmol·gcat-1·h-1), and selectivities (S, %) 
are defined as follow: 
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𝑆𝑇𝑌#>?#@A =
𝑋#$%/100 ∙ 𝑆#>?#@A/100 ∙ 𝐺𝐻𝑆𝑉#$>

22.4 	

 
where CHe,blk, CHe,R, CCO2,blk, CCO2,R are the concentrations determined by GC analysis of He 

in the blank, He in the reactor effluent, CO2 in the blank, and CO2 in the reactor effluent, 
respectively, CCn,R is the concentration the reactor effluent determined be GC analysis of a product 
with n carbon atoms, and GHSV is the space time velocity in ml·gcat-1·h-1. The error in carbon 
balance was better than 2.5% in all cases. 
 
X-ray diffraction measurements (XRD).  

X-ray diffraction patterns for air stable materials were collected using a Bruker D8 Advanced 
A25 diffractometer in Bragg–Brentano geometry fitted with a copper tube operating at 40 kV and 
40 mA and a linear position sensitive detector (opening 2.9 °). The diffractometer was configured 
with a 0.14 ° diverging slit, 3.2 ° anti-scattering slit, 2.5 ° Soller slits, and a Ni filter. The data sets 
were acquired in continuous scanning mode over the 2q range 5–90, using a step interval of 0.028 
and a counting time of 17 s per step. 

Powder X-ray diffraction measurements for air sensitive catalyst were conducted using a 
Bruker D8 Venture single crystal diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON II area detector and an 
IµS microfocus source (set to 50 kV, 1 mA) providing an Mo Kα radiation (λK1 = 0.70930 Å, λK2 
= 0.71359 Å). The detector was positioned at a swing angle a = 0 ° and a sample-to-detector 
distance of 40 mm to collect an extended 2q range of 2.7-107.2 °. Capillaries of 1 mm diameter 
were filled with powders using standard procedure to handle air sensitive compound (e.g. the spent 
catalyst), then air-sealed and finally mounted on the goniometer for transmission measurement. A 
single frame per sample was recorded with an exposure time of 10 min using a phi-360 scan. g 
integration over the 5 - 63 ° 2q range was performed by DIFFRAC.EVA software from Bruker. 
 
Temperature programed oxidation (TPO) measurdements.  

The temperature programmed oxidation (TPO) experiments were cried out in a Micromeritics 
Asap 2020. The samples were first heated up in an helium flow at 350°C followed by a reduction 
in 10% H2 for 4 hours. After cooling, a flow with 10% of CO2 was fed and the temperature of the 
samples was increased linearly at a rate of 10 K/min. The CO2 consumption was continuously 
monitored by a thermal conductivity detector. 
 
Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) measurements.  

The analyses were carried out using a PerkinElmer Model Optima 8300 instrument. Prior to 
the measurement, 40 mg of a sample were digested in 8 ml of aqua regia. Microwave-assisted 
heating program was implemented using 15 min ramp time and 20 min hold time at 1000W applied 
power and 220°C. 
 
Electron Microscopy and Elemental Mapping.  

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the samples was performed with a Titan Themis-
Z microscope from Thermo Fisher Scientific by operating it at the accelerating voltage of 200 or 
300 kV and with a beam current of 0.3 up to 0.8 nA. Dark field imaging was performed by scanning 
TEM (STEM) coupled to a high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) detector. The STEM-HAADF 
data were acquired with a convergence angle of 20.9 mrad and a HAADF inner angle of 77 mrad. 
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Furthermore, a X-ray energy dispersive spectrometer (FEI SuperX, ≈0.7 sR collection angle) was 
also utilized in conjunction with DF-STEM imaging to acquire STEM-EDS spectrum-imaging 
datasets. During the acquisition of these datasets, at every image-pixel, a corresponding EDS 
spectrum was also acquired for generating simultaneously the elemental maps of Fe, O, C, and K 
atoms. It is also pertinent to note herein that spectrum-imaging datasets were acquired in so-called 
frame mode in which electron beam was allowed to dwell at each pixel for only a time of few 
microseconds in order to keep a total frame time to 6 seconds or less. Both imaging and 
spectroscopy datasets for each sample were both acquired as well as analyzed with a newly 
developed software package called Velox from Thermo Fisher Scientific. The elemental maps for 
Fe, O, C and K atoms were computed using the extracted intensity of their respective Kα lines 
after background subtraction. 

 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements.  

The XPS experiments were performed on a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD instrument equipped with 
a monochromatic Al Kα x-ray source (hν = 1486.6 eV) operated at a power of 75 W and under 
UHV conditions in the range of ∼ 10−9 mbar. All spectra were recorded in hybrid mode using 
electrostatic and magnetic lenses and an aperture slot of 300 µm × 700 µm. The survey and high-
resolution spectra were acquired at fixed analyzer pass energies of 160 eV and 20 eV, respectively. 
The samples were mounted in floating mode in order to avoid differential charging. Therefore, 
XPS spectra were acquired using charge neutralization.  

Due to the possible formation of a passivation layer hindering the detection of carbide bonds, 
the sample subjected to reaction was transferred to the XPS instrument and analyzed without 
exposing it to the ambient air. For this purpose, the sample was first prepared inside the glovebox 
always kept under argon atmosphere and was subsequently transferred to the XPS instrument using 
a special transfer chamber filled with argon prior to be sealed. The sample was promptly analyzed 
after being loaded into the instrument.  
 
Potassium nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements. 

The 39K magic angle spinning (MAS) solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (ssNMR) 
spectroscopic experiments were performed on 900 MHz Bruker AVANCE IV 21.1 T 
spectrometers quipped with 4 mm CPMAS probes. 39K shifts were referenced to KBr and typically 
recycle delays of 1 s was used.  
 
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations. 

We performed density functional theory (DFT) calculations using the Vienna Ab initio 
Simulation Package (VASP) (26-28). Core electrons were described using projector augmented 
wave (PAW) pseudopotentials (29, 30), whereas valence electrons were described using the plane 
wave basis set with 400 eV energy cut-off and 0.1 eV Methfessel-Paxton smearing of electron 
density (31).  For K2CO3, KHCO3, and KOOCH single crystals 5 × 3 × 5, 5 × 3 × 7, and 7 × 5 × 
5 k-points grids were used to sample the reciprocal space.  

Gaseous species were placed in a simulation cell of dimensions 12 Å × 13 Å × 14 Å to 
minimize interaction between adjacent molecules. Geometry optimization was performed using 
the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional until all forces were less than 
0.005 eV/Å. Optimized unit cells are shown in Figure S1. Gibbs free energies of gas phase species 
were calculated using the ideal gas approximation. Free energies of solids were obtained using 
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phonopy (32) package for 2 × 2 × 2 supercells with the 8 × 8 × 8 q-point grid. Vibrational 
frequencies were obtained from VASP using 0.03 Å displacements. 

In order to choose a suitable exchange-correlation functional, we calculated the standard 
Gibbs reaction energies of two reactions that involve species whose standard formation enthalpies 
and entropies were available in NIST database: (i) the reverse water gas shift (RWGS) and (ii) the 
addition of carbon dioxide to potassium oxide to produce potassium carbonate: 

 
Reaction  Chemical equation ΔrG° [eV](33) 

(i) 𝐶𝑂>(𝑔) + 𝐻>(𝑔) = 𝐶𝑂(𝑔) + 𝐻>𝑂(𝑔)  0.30 

(ii) 𝐾>𝑂(𝑠) + 𝐶𝑂>(𝑔) = 𝐾>𝐶𝑂R(𝑠) -3.62 

 
Geometries were optimized with the PBE functional, and single-point energy calculations 

were also performed with the rPBE, PBE0, HSE and TPSS functionals. In addition, we also tested 
the PBE-D3 functional, which includes Grimme’s dispersive D3 correction (34). In the latter case 
we also reoptimized the geometries. Differences between the calculated Gibbs reaction energies 
and the NIST data are summarized in Figure S3. Although the hybrid functionals (PBE0 and HSE) 
perform better than the other considered functionals, they still overestimate the RWGS reaction 
energy by more than 0.2 eV. 

The deviation of the RWGS reaction energy calculated using DFT methods, relative to 
experimental data, was discussed by Peterson et al (35). Following suggestions in ref. 32, we added 
to the DFT energies 0.10 eV for every H–H bond, and 0.15 eV for every C=O double bond. These 
corrections improved the accuracy of all methods for the energies of the two considered reactions. 
The lowest inaccuracy of 0.15 eV is achieved for the corrected PBE-D3 method, which is used to 
the obtain results discussed in the main text.  

For the reactions listed in Figure S2 the Gibbs reaction energies, DrG, were calculated for 
temperatures between 250 K and 650 K assuming 1 bar partial pressures of all reactants and 
products. Relative stability of the three solids at different temperatures were calculated using the 
following formulas: 

 
Species Stability formula relative to K2CO3 

KHCO3 ΔT𝐺°(𝐾𝐻𝐶𝑂R) = (2	𝐺°(𝐾𝐻𝐶𝑂R) − 𝐺°(𝐾>𝐶𝑂R) − 𝐺°(𝐻>𝑂) − 𝐺°(𝐶𝑂>))/2 

KOOCH ΔT𝐺°(𝐾𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐻) = (2	𝐺°(𝐾𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐻) − 𝐺°(𝐾>𝐶𝑂R) − 𝐺°(𝐻>) − 𝐺°(𝐶𝑂))/2 

 
High energy resolution fluorescence detected X-ray absorption near edge structure (HERFD-
XANES). 

HERFD-XANES spectra at the Fe K-edge were obtained at the European  Synchrotron 
Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France) on the CRG-FAME-UHD beamline (BM16). The ring was 
operated at 6 GeV with a nominal current of 200 mA in 7/8+1 mode. The beamline was equipped 
with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled double-crystal Si (220) monochromator surrounded by two Rh-
coated mirrors for harmonic rejection. The beam size on the sample was 220x100 µm (HxV, 
FWHM). The monochromator was energy-calibrated by measuring the iron K absorption edge 
using a metallic iron foil (7112 eV). 
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Acquisition of spectra was performed ex-situ with samples retrieved inside a glove box and 
loaded into a XAS cell dedicated for air-sensitive solids. The Fe HERFD-XANES spectra were 
recorded with a crystal analyzer spectrometer (CAS) using five spherically bent Ge (620) crystals 
in a Rowland geometry. The spectra were recorded at the iron Kβ emission line using a 2D XPAD 
detector. The total energy resolution of the HERFD-XANES data was estimated to be 
approximately 2.4 eV. 
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Equation S1
CO2 + H2O + K2CO3             2KHCO3

KHCO3 + H2             KOOCH + H2O

KOOCH + KHCO3             CO + H2O + K2CO3

CO2 + KOOCH             KHCO3 + CO

Equation S4

Equation S3

Equation S2
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Figure S1  
Optimized unit cells of potassium carbonate, potassium bicarbonate, and potassium formate. 
Carbon is displayed as gray spheres, O – red, K – purple, H – white. 
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Figure S2.  
Gibbs energies for the indicated reactions, DrG, as function of temperature. 
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Figure S3 
Differences between DFT and experimental reaction energies for the two considered reactions. 
Methods with total energies corrected according to the scheme by Peterson et al. are marked by  
“*”.  
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Figure S4 
Powder X-Ray diffraction time evolution of a KO2/Fe2O3 mixture exposed to air. 
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Figure S5 
Air-sealed capillary single crystal X-Ray diffraction patterns of the fresh and spent Fe2O3@K2CO3 
catalyst. 
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Figure S6  
HAADF-STEM of the fresh Fe2O3@K2CO3 catalyst. 
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Figure S7  
Fe K edge High-resolution X-ray absorption spectroscopy of the Fe reference materials. 
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Figure S8 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) at the C1s and K2p level of the K precursors. 
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Figure S9 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) at the C1s and K2p level of the fresh (A, B) and spent 
(B, C) Fe2O3@K2CO3 catalyst normalized and compared with the ones of the K precursors. 
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Figure S10 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) at the O1s level of the fresh and spent Fe2O3@K2CO3 
catalyst.  
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Figure S11 
Proposed reaction scheme of the CO2 capture and transformation on the Fe2O3@ K2CO3  catalyst. 
The process takes place in two steps: (i) the CO2 is initially captured on the K2CO3 that undergoes 
several transformation yielding KCOOH and CO, which is subsequently hydrogenated (ii) to 
olefins via FTS. 
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Figure S12 
Catalytic performance of the K carbonates and formate precursors. Reaction conditions: 30 bar, 
H2/CO2 = 3, 350 0C and 10000 mL·g−1·h−1. 
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List of Calculated Structures 
 
 
(K2CO3)4: E = -147.53831586 eV 
Lattice parameters 

+5.5895686444  +0.0000000000  -0.1208333686  
 +0.0000000000  +9.8711518418  +0.0000000000  
 -1.1753473100  +0.0000000000  +6.5201151985 

Atomic Cartesian coordinates  
K +1.0880968097  +0.8090986812  +1.3883140098  
K +0.5004231546  +4.1264772398  +4.6483716090  
K +3.9137981797  +5.7446746021  +1.7509102209  
K +3.3261245247  +9.0620531607  +5.0109678201  
K +2.9694085586  +2.5572368710  +6.2309606985  
K +3.5570822137  +2.3783390499  +2.9709030992  
K +0.8571391207  +7.4928127919  +3.4283787307  
K +1.4448127757  +7.3139149708  +0.1683211314  
C +1.0889321792  +4.1246002526  +1.5781072781  
C +0.5012585241  +0.8109756684  +4.8381648773  
C +3.9129628102  +9.0601761735  +1.5611169526  
C +3.3252891552  +5.7465515893  +4.8211745519  
O +3.8701377659  +0.4415847627  +1.2077801662  
O +3.2824641109  +4.4939911582  +4.4678377654  
O +1.1317572234  +5.3771606836  +1.9314440645  
O +0.5440835684  +9.4295670791  +5.1915016637  
O +0.0255123067  +3.4241530978  +1.8503777733  
O -0.5621613483  +1.5114228231  +5.1104353725  
O +4.9763826827  +8.3597290187  +1.2888464574  
O +4.3887090277  +6.4469987441  +4.5489040566  
O +2.1027764314  +3.5769669310  +0.9753880048  
O +1.5151027764  +1.3586089899  +4.2354456040  
O +2.8991185579  +8.5125428520  +2.1638362259  
O +2.3114449029  +6.2941849108  +5.4238938251 
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(KHCO3)4: E = -151.01272941 eV 
Lattice parameters 

+7.0933134915  +0.0000000000  -0.2932946330  
 +0.0000000000 +10.7362105722  +0.0000000000  
 -0.3393898722  +0.0000000000  +3.8237691457 

Atomic Cartesian coordinates  
K +1.6087145713  +0.0758796894  +2.5907087017  
K +5.3250662532  +5.2922255967  +0.5321768123  
K +5.1452090479 +10.6603308829  +0.9397658110  
K +1.4288573661  +5.4439849755  +2.9982977003  
C +0.6239691583  +2.6728470553  +1.1149864380  
C +4.0009309679  +2.6952582309  +2.8802236944  
C +6.1299544610  +8.0633635170  +2.4154880747  
C +2.7529926513  +8.0409523414  +0.6502508183  
O +0.5774236272  +3.9294104787  +1.0229974273  
O +3.9543854368  +1.4386948074  +2.7882346837  
O +6.1764999920  +6.8068000936  +2.5074770853  
O +2.7995381824  +9.2975157648  +0.7422398290  
O +1.6820221557  +1.9937204711  +0.6385110548  
O +5.0589839653  +3.3743848150  +2.4037483111  
O +5.0719014636  +8.7424901011  +2.8919634579  
O +1.6949396540  +7.3618257573  +1.1267262016  
O +6.8197994677  +1.9305224926  +1.3707838752  
O +3.1034477859  +3.4375827935  +3.4293157646  
O -0.0658758485  +8.8056880796  +2.1596906375  
O +3.6504758333  +7.2986277787  +0.1011587481  
H +2.4155794114  +2.6419575548  +0.2224374023  
H +5.7925412210  +2.7261477313  +1.9876746586  
H +4.3383442079  +8.0942530175  +3.3080371104  
H +0.9613823982  +8.0100628409  +1.5427998541 
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(KOOCH)4: E = -120.11625180 eV 
Lattice parameters 

+5.9537728254  +0.0000000000  +0.0000000000  
 +0.0000000000  +6.5123995718  -0.0000000000  
 +0.0000000000  +0.0000000000  +6.6403153977 

Atomic Cartesian coordinates  
K -0.0000000000  -0.0000000000  +0.0000000000  
K +0.0000000000  +0.0000000000  +3.3201576989  
K +2.9768864127  +3.2561997859  +0.0000000000  
K +2.9768864127  +3.2561997859  +3.3201576989  
C +2.9768864127  +0.5872609632  +1.6600788494  
C +2.9768864127  +5.9251386087  +4.9802365483  
C +0.0000000000  +3.8434607491  +1.6600788494  
C +0.0000000000  +2.6689388228  +4.9802365483  
O +1.8503563492  +1.1741813883  +1.6600788494  
O +4.1034164761  +5.3382181836  +4.9802365483  
O +4.1034164761  +1.1741813883  +1.6600788494  
O +1.8503563492  +5.3382181836  +4.9802365483  
O +4.8272427619  +4.4303811742  +1.6600788494  
O +1.1265300635  +2.0820183976  +4.9802365483  
O +1.1265300635  +4.4303811742  +1.6600788494  
O +4.8272427619  +2.0820183976  +4.9802365483  
H +2.9768864127  +5.9879680743  +1.6600788494  
H +2.9768864127  +0.5244314976  +4.9802365483  
H +0.0000000000  +2.7317682883  +1.6600788494  
H +0.0000000000  +3.7806312835  +4.9802365483 
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(K2O)4: E = -40.88846163 eV 
Lattice parameters 

+6.3763975960  -0.0000000000  -0.0000000000  
 +0.0000000000  +6.3763975960  -0.0000000000  
 +0.0000000000  +0.0000000000  +6.3763975960 

Atomic Cartesian coordinates  
K +1.5940993990  +1.5940993990  +1.5940993990  
K +1.5940993990  +4.7822981970  +4.7822981970  
K +4.7822981970  +1.5940993990  +4.7822981970  
K +4.7822981970  +4.7822981970  +1.5940993990  
K +4.7822981970  +4.7822981970  +4.7822981970  
K +4.7822981970  +1.5940993990  +1.5940993990  
K +1.5940993990  +4.7822981970  +1.5940993990  
K +1.5940993990  +1.5940993990  +4.7822981970  
O +0.0000000000  +0.0000000000  +0.0000000000  
O +0.0000000000  +3.1881987980  +3.1881987980  
O +3.1881987980  +0.0000000000  +3.1881987980  
O +3.1881987980  +3.1881987980  +0.0000000000 

 


